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Abstract

This paper introduces Modified Altitude- and Dive-
Guidance laws for escaping a microburst with turbu-
lence. First, a new safety metric is constructed that
quantifies the aircraft upward force capability in a mi-
croburst encounter. In the absence of turbulence, the
safety factor is shown to be a decreasing function of al-
titude. This suggests that descending to a low altitude
may improve safety in the sense that the aircraft will
have more upward force capability to maintain its alti-
tude. In the presence of stochastic turbulence, the safety
factor is treated as a random variable and its probabil-
ity distribution function is analytically approximated as
a function of altitude. This approximation allows us to
determine the highest safe altitude at which the aircraft
may descend, hence avoiding to descend too low. This
highest safe altitude is used as the commanded altitude
in Modified Altitude- and Dive-Guidance. Monte Carlo
simulations show that these Modified Altitude- and Dive-
Guidance strategies can decrease the probability of mini-
mum altitude being less than a given value without com-
promising the probability of crash. That is, an aircraft
with Modified Altitude- or Dive-Guidance can have a
higher recovery altitude without increasing the risk of
ground contact or stall.1

1 Introduction

Microbursts are a hazard for landing aircraft, and associ-
ated escape strategies have been studied in the literature
[1]. Among these studies, only Refs. [4], [10], and [12,13]
suggest that an initial descent may improve the safety of
an escape maneuver. However, Refs. [4], [10] and [12]
use point-mass aircraft models and do not consider the
effect of turbulence, stall prevention action, or air vor-
ticity on escape performance. Our previous study [13],
using a 6-DOF aircraft model and taking into account
the effects of turbulence, stall prevention and air vortic-

1 Copyright © 2000 by Atilla Dogan and Pierre Kabamba. Pub-
lished by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Inc. with permission.

ity, showed that the probability of crash decreases as the
commanded altitude decreases as long as the commanded
altitude is higher than an optimal value. However, in-
stead of descending to an optimal altitude in every mi-
croburst encounter, it may be possible to safely recover
with a commanded altitude that is higher than the opti-
mal commanded altitude. Ref. [3] provides a formula for
selecting the target altitude, based on optimal trajectory
studies of a point-mass model of an aircraft flying in a
vertical plane through a microburst without turbulence.

This paper provides a procedure to determine the high-
est safe commanded altitude for a microburst encounter,
depending on the strength of microburst and the aircraft
energy state. Thus, the aircraft is prevented both from
descending unnecessarily to an optimal altitude and from
flying so high that it runs into stall. This goal is achieved
by utilizing a new safety factor constructed in this pa-
per. We first define this safety factor, that quantifies the
upward force capability of the aircraft, and show that, in
the absence of turbulence, it is a decreasing function of
altitude. Then, in the presence of stochastic turbulence,
we treat the safety factor as a random variable, and its
probability density function (PDF) is approximated ana-
lytically as a function of altitude. This analytical approx-
imation allows us to determine the highest safe altitude
in the sense that the aircraft flies with minimum, or pre-
specified, probability of failing to have enough vertical
force capability to maintain the altitude. This highest
safe altitude is used as commanded altitude in the Mod-
ified Altitude and Dive Guidance Strategies that we pro-
pose. Our results suggest that, under the assumptions of
this paper, altitude- and dive-guidance can be improved
by this modification, in that we can decrease the proba-
bility of minimum altitude being less than a given value
without compromising the probability of crash. Hence,
in a microburst encounter, the highest safe altitude can
be computed using information on the microburst and
aircraft energy state, and the aircraft can be guided to
fly at that altitude with minimum or prespecified prob-
ability of failing to have enough vertical force capability.
Like in Ref. [13], Modified Altitude-Guidance appears
to perform better than the other escape strategies.
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2 Mathematical Model

The equations of longitudinal aircraft motion (including
the effect of windshear) used in this paper are equivalent
to those given in Ref. [13]. Aircraft data and aerody-
namic coefficients used in this study are representative
of a large, jet-engine commercial transport airplane in
landing configuration [14].

The equations of translational dynamics and kinematics
are:

V = -gsm(6-a) + — [-D + Tcos(am
-Wx cos (6> - a) + Wz sin (9 - a) ,

a = # + 77 cos (0 - a) -— -[L + Tsln(aV mv

x = Vcos(8-a) +
z = -Vsin(6-a)

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

The equations of rotational dynamics and kinematics are:

9 = ¥- , (5)

(6)
*yy

6 = q.

The equation for engine dynamics is:

(7)

The above equations are based on the following assump-
tions: (i) the wind flow is steady, (ii) the earth is flat and
non-rotating, (iii) the aircraft weight is constant, (iv) the
flight is in a vertical plane. The thrust T is assumed to
have a fixed inclination 6 relative to the zero-lift axis, but
the thrust vector remains in the aircraft plane of symme-
try. The throttle response is modeled as a first-order lag
with time constant T. The maximum thrust is assumed
to be a function of airspeed only, i.e.

_ frp fo\
— S-fmax) (O)

where

The aerodynamic forces and their coefficients are

D =

L = PV*SCL,

where [14]

CD =

CL =

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

The aerodynamic moment and its coefficient are

M = \PV2ScCM + T&z, (14)

where [14]

CM = CMC.& + + CMq - q • (15)

Note that the effect of thrust on pitching moment is
taken into account. In the mathematical model the con-
trol variables are: thrust setting, &; and elevator deflec-
tion, Se. They are constrained by

0 < 6 < 1 ,

20° < Se < 20° .
(16)

The 1-g stall speed of a large airliner jet with weight of
564,000 Ibs and 30° flap setting (gear down) is 61 m/s
[15]. If airspeed drops to the stall speed while angle-of-
attack, a, is greater than amax (which is 17.2° [3]) , the
aircraft is assumed to stall.

The microburst model [4] used herein is axisymmetric,
three-dimensional, and stationary. The induced radial
and vertical deterministic wind velocities at any point in
three-dimensional space can be computed through the
following relations

100
- £>/2)/200]J +10

______100______\
'[(r + £>/2)/200200]2 + 10J '

. f 0.4ft \

(r/400)4 +10.

(17)

(18)

where
= \J(x - xc 2/c2. (19)

Using polar coordinates, the horizontal deterministic
wind component, W*, can be readily related to the radial
wind component,

(20)

Stochastic turbulence is superimposed on the determin-
istic wind components of Eqs.(18) and (20). Thus,

The turbulence components in inertial frame are related
to those in body frame by a rotation matrix as follows:

dx = cos 9 ug + sin 0 wg ,
dh = sin 9 ug — cos 6 wg .

(22)
(23)
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Turbulence is modeled using the Dryden Power Spectral
Density (PSD) functions. State variable models for ug
and wg, respectively, are [16]

= —\uug (24)

0 1
\2 0\
/\»it £tS\

Wn = 1]
(25)

where iji and 772 are signals from independent white noise
sources. The intensity of the w-component of turbulence
in body-fixed frame (crWg) is chosen to be 4, which corre-
sponds to severe storm. The intensities of the other com-
ponents are computed using the assumption that the in-
tensities of the three translational components of turbu-
lence are isotropic. All the coefficients in Eqs. (24), (25)
depend on altitude through so-called turbulence scale
lengths [16] :

Lw=h, Lu =145/1*. (26)

In this microburst model with turbulence, we assume
that turbulence and microburst windshear can be mod-
eled independently. Experimental evidence suggests that
turbulence length scales increase through a microburst
and, in some unknown manner, depend on microburst
size and strength [17]. Such a functional dependence be-
tween turbulence and microburst parameters will result
in a nonstationary and non-Gaussian wind process de-
scription [9]. This functional dependence is neglected in
this study.

3 Deterministic Analysis

3.1 Construction of a Safety Metric
Upon encountering a microburst, in the absence of tur-
bulence, descending to a lower altitude may result in
safer recovery because of two separate reasons: (i) the
special structure of the wind field in a microburst and
(ii) trading altitude for airspeed.

The first mechanism can be understood as follows. In
a microburst, the air moves downward, causing a down-
draft and, near the ground, spreads outward, resulting
in horizontal windshear. The velocity of downdraft de-
creases with altitude due to the stagnation level on the
ground. Thus, flying at a lower altitude through the mi-
croburst will expose the aircraft to downdraft of smaller
magnitude.

As the second mechanism, once the escape maneuver
is initiated, altitude is traded for airspeed and the air-
craft flies with high airspeed through the core of the mi-
croburst, where the downdraft is most severe. The ben-
efit of this mechanism can be understood by considering

the effect of the microburst on aerodynamic lift, which
can be reduced by windshear in two ways. First, a wind
speed change along the flight path will produce a direct
initial effect on lift in proportion to the change in air-
speed. Second, a vertical windshear will change lift by
changing the angle of attack directly without affecting
airspeed initially. A windshear that acts to reduce air-
speed or angle of attack will reduce aerodynamic lift and
result in a deteriorating flight path [2]. Thus, if an air-
craft enters a microburst with higher airspeed gained by
trading off altitude, the airspeed fluctuation due to wind-
shear will be smaller relative to the original airspeed.
Additionally, angle of attack changes due to the vertical
windshear will be smaller than when flying with low air-
speed. Therefore, aerodynamic lift reduction due to the
windshear and downdraft will be relatively small in the
case of higher airspeed.

Now, we will define a safety metric that quantifies the
aircraft maximum capability of generating an upward
force, and compare different escape trajectories using
this safety metric. The safety metric presumes the fol-
lowing quasi-static scenario in the absence of turbulence:
The aircraft is flying horizontally in the microburst, i.e.
the instantaneous absolute velocity of the aircraft is hor-
izontal, and the flight is longitudinal. Under these con-
ditions we compute the maximum force that would be
available to initiate a climb.

Figure 1: Velocities and forces in inertially horizontal lon-
gitudinal flight

Note that Wh = W% and Wx = W% due to the assump-
tion, in this section, that there is no turbulence. As can
be seen from Fig.l, the sum of the vertical forces, except
the weight of the aircraft, with the positive direction be-
ing upward, is

Fv = L cos(0 - a) - D sin(0 - a) + T sin 0. (27)

Since maximum thrust is used in microburst escape ma-
neuvers, the only way to change the vertical force is to
change the pitch angle, 9. So, we define the safety metric
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as the ratio of the maximum available Fv to the weight,
W:

max (Fv)
Sf = -^—- (28)

To evaluate max(Fv) we need to write Fv as a function
8

of d. Using the assumptions that the flight is longitu-
dinal and the inertial velocity of the aircraft, VA/C is
horizontal, i.e. x = VA/C an<i z = 0, Eqs. (3) and (4)
yield

where

V
sin(0 — a) = V

(29)

(30)

Substituting L from (11) and (13), D from (10) and (12)
into Eq.(27) and recalling that the maximum thrust is
used, Eq.(27) becomes

F. =

- [CDo + CDa a] y \ + (To + ̂ V + T2V2} sin 9. (31)

Note that since the analysis here is quasi-static, the ve-
locity terms, e.g. in CL in Eq.(13) is neglected. The as-
sumptions of quasi-static analysis and longitudinal flight,
together with Eq.(5) imply that

M = 0 . (32)

2 (To + T^V + T2V2} Azl
y 4- —-—————————————-——

pScV2 J
(33)

From Eq.(30), the angle-of-attack for a given pitch angle,
in the case of horizontal flight, is

Hence

a = 9 — arcsin I -77- (34)

Thus, Eq.(31) along with Eqs.(33) and (34) give Fv as
a function of 9. Now, the problem of maximizing Fv (9)
can be solved. It can numerically be shown that both
Fv (9) and a (9) are increasing functions of 9. Thus, re-
calling that the angle-of-attack has a maximum bound,
we obtain

= F,(9*), (35)max
&

such that
a (6*) = amax

Therefore, the safety factor, S/ is

Wh

(36)

V

6* =

51 =

+ arcsin• (W*\mH' (38)

pScV2

CM,,
-. (39)

The safety factor Sf is constructed to determine whether
an aircraft, initially flying horizontally, has any climb
capability. Roughly speaking if Sf > 1, then the aircraft
has enough vertical force capability to climb, but if Sf <
1, the aircraft does not have enough vertical force to
maintain its altitude.

3.2 Safety of Low Altitude Flight
Now, for a given specific inertial energy, we will write Sf
as a function of altitude and analyze how it changes with
altitude. The specific inertial energy is defined as:

(40)

For a given inertial energy, we can write the inertial air-
craft speed as a function of altitude:

VA/C = V2(Ei-gh).

Since VA/C = Ww + V, from Fig.l, we obtain

V =

(41)

(42)

Thus, airspeed V is also written as a function of position
since W/, is a function of x and h, and Wx is a function
of x. Hence, substituting VA/C (h), V (x, h), Wx (x), and
Wh(x,h) into Eqs.(37), (38), and (39), S/ becomes a
function of position, (x, h).

XOO, yoO. fr>2. lh-2. D.2000, E.3569 mV

altitude, m

(37)

Figure 2: S/ as a function of altitude, plotted for various
horizontal positions, in the case of headwind

In Figs.2 and 3, Sf is plotted as a function of altitude at
various horizontal positions, for the headwind and tail-
wind cases, respectively. Both figures show that Sf is a
decreasing function of altitude for the particular airplane
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xcrt, yc=0. fi.2. lh«2, D-2000, £,-3569 nflf

var(ws) =
145 a2

50 100
altitude, m

Figure 3: S/ as a function of altitude, plotted for various
horizontal positions, in the case of tailwind

and microburst considered. A formal proof of the gener-
ality of this statement is in Ref.[l]. Figure 2 shows that
for a given altitude, headwind is performance-increasing.
The upper curve corresponds to the position with max-
imum headwind. The lower curve corresponds to the
center of the microburst, where there is theoretically no
horizontal wind. On the other hand, Fig.3 shows that
for a given altitude, the tailwind region is where the air-
craft is in real danger and the most dangerous position
is where the tailwind magnitude reaches its peak.

4 Probabilistic Analysis

4.1 Construction of a Probabilistic Safety Factor
In the previous section, we have shown that in the ab-
sence of turbulence, the safety factor is a decreasing func-
tion of altitude. This implies that the lower the aircraft
flies the safer the escape maneuver will be in terms of
vertical force capability. In this section, we will investi-
gate the safety of low altitude flight in the presence of
turbulence through the safety factor, Sf. In the previous
section, S/ was a deterministic function since turbulence
was not taken into account. However, in this section, we
will reconstruct S/ as a random variable to study the
effect of turbulence on the safety of low altitude flight.

Equations (37)-(39) imply that S/ is a function of the
wind components, Wx and Wh- Also note from Eq. (21)
that, in the presence of turbulence, the wind components
are random processes due to the turbulence components,
given in Eqs. (24) and (25). However, recall that S/ has
been constructed under the assumption of a quasi-static
analysis. Consistent with this assumption, we replace the
stationary random processes ug (t), wg (t) of Eqs. (24),
(25) by random variables ug, wg with same mean and
variance. Specifically we have

E(ug] = 0, (43)
E[w,] = 0, (44)

var

(45)

(46)

0* = amax + arcsin f -0- } ,

where, from Eq. (42)

Additionally, Ref. [13] showed that the pitch angle of
the aircraft in a microburst encounter is not directly af-
fected by turbulence. Thus, unlike Eq. (38), we assume,
for simplicity, that the pitch angle is only function of
deterministic components of wind, i.e.

(47)

(48)

Hence we have constructed the safety factor as a ran-
dom variable : Sf is given in Eq. (37) as a function of
V, 6*e, VA/C, Wx, Wh, and 9*. V is given in Eq. (42);
S; in Eq. (39); VA/C in (41); Wx and Wh in (21); and 0*
in (47).

4.2 Statistical Properties of the Safety Factor
The safety factor S/ is now treated as a random vari-
able because it is a function of two Gaussian random
variables, ug and wg. Specifically, for given microburst
parameters, inertial specific energy, and spatial position,
we have

Sf = Sf(ua,wg) . (49)
Thus, a logical next step is to find the probability density
function (pdf) of Sf in terms of the pdf's of ug and wg.
Unfortunately, the function, Sf (ug,wg), is nonlinear and
it would be difficult to analytically determine its exact
pdf. Instead, we will find an analytical approximation as
follows.

The Taylor series expansion of S/(ug,wg) has linear
terms and higher order terms. Since the turbulent
components of wind are high-frequency fluctuations and
small relative to the deterministic components, ug and
wg are assumed to be small. Hence, in the Taylor series
expansion, the higher order terms are neglected. With
this linear approximation, Sf is also a Gaussian random
variable with [19]

dua

dSf

(0,0) (0,0)

(50)

(51)

where S/ (0,0) is the safety factor in the absence of tur-
bulence in Eq. (37) and was shown to be a function of
altitude for given specific inertial energy and horizontal
position. It can be shown that var(S/) is also a function
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of altitude for given specific inertial energy and horizon-
tal position.

To see how accurate the linear approximation of Sf is,
we compare the mean (50) and variance (51) of the lin-
ear approximation with the minimum variance unbiased
estimates [19] of the mean and variance of Sf in Eq.
(49) under the assumption that S/ is a Gaussian random
variable. Figure 4 shows that the linear approximation
almost exactly matches the estimates for the whole al-
titude range of interest. For different microburst cases
a similar consistency was obtained but not shown here.
Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we will use the
linear approximation instead of the fully nonlinear Sf.

fli=2 5, tr=2.5, xc=0, D=2000, x=1000, al the max. tail wind

fr=1, fh=1, xc=0, yc=0, D=2000, E.=2743

0.12

0.1

B0.08

| 0.06
o

0.04

0.02

40 50
altitude, m

Figure 4: Mean and variance of the linear approximation
and estimate of S/ in a microburst for various al-
titudes at the horizontal location where tail wind
is maximum

Since Sf can be approximated as a Gaussian random
variable with known mean (50) and variance (51), its
PDF is known. Thus, the probability of Sf being less
than or equal to a given value, psf, is

where erf(-) is the so-called "error function" [19],

erf (x) = -4= / e~t2dt . (53)
VWo

Recall that E [Sf] and var(S/) are functions of altitude.
Thus, P [Sf < ps,] is also a function of altitude for given
specific inertial energy and horizontal position in a mi-
croburst.

Figure 5 shows P [Sf < psf ] as a function of altitude for
various horizontal positions in a microburst. The figure

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Figure 5: Probability of S/ being less than 1 versus altitude
for various horizontal positions

suggests that the most dangerous horizontal position in
a microburst is where the mean of the tailwind reaches
its peak. This is because the probability of Sf being less
than 1 is higher at this position than at any other posi-
tion for any altitude. Recall that in Subsection 3.2, the
deterministic analysis of Sf in the absence of turbulence
yielded the same conclusion. Thus, in the remainder of
the paper, by P [Sf < psf] we will mean the probability
of Sf being less than psf at the horizontal location where
the tailwind is maximum, unless otherwise stated.

x=1000 at the location of max. tailwind, xc=0, yc=0, D=2000

20 40 60 80 100 120 140
altitude, m

Figure 6: Probability of S/ being less than 1 versus altitude
for various microburst cases

Figure 6 shows the effect of microburst strength param-
eters on the probability of Sf being less than 1. As the
microburst becomes stronger, the flight at any altitude
becomes less safe in the sense that the probability of Sf
being less than 1 increases.

Both Figs. 5 and 6 show the superiority of the statistical
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analysis over the deterministic analysis. While the de-
terministic analysis showed the advantage of descending
in a microburst encounter, it completely failed to show
that descending too low may increase the risk of failing
to have enough vertical force capability to maintain the
altitude. However, Figs. 5 and 6 clearly show that fly-
ing lower increases safety up to an optimal altitude, and
that flying lower than this optimal value dramatically
decreases the safety. This is because Sf being less than
1 means that the aircraft does not have enough vertical
force capability to maintain its altitude. Thus, we have
analytically corroborated the results of the Monte Carlo
simulation in [13] : the probability of crash decreases as
the commanded altitude decreases as long as the com-
manded altitude is higher than an optimal value.

5 Highest Safe Altitude in a Microburst Escape

In a microburst escape maneuver, it has been shown that
descending may improve safety. We have, in our previ-
ous work [13], shown that the probability of crash is min-
imized if the aircraft descends to an optimal altitude in
any microburst encounter. However, in the case of less
severe microbursts, it is possible to safely recover with
commanded altitudes that are higher than the optimal
commanded altitude. On the other hand, flying too high
has been shown [13] to be dangerous as well. Thus, it is
important to determine the highest safe altitude, which
depends on the microburst strength and aircraft energy
capacity. Thus, the goal of this section is to develop an
algorithm that, using the information on microburst and
aircraft state variables, gives the highest safe altitude in
a microburst encounter.

5.1 Determining a Highest Safe Altitude
The safety factor, developed in the previous sections, can
show whether the aircraft has enough vertical force ca-
pacity to maintain flight at a given altitude. In the prob-
abilistic analysis, it also took into account the effect of
turbulence on the escape performance. In the determin-
istic approach, the safety factor can be written explicitly
as a function of altitude. In the probabilistic approach,
its probability of being less than a given value can also
be formulated as a function of altitude. Having these
facts in mind, in the section, we develop techniques to
determine how high an aircraft can fly in a microburst
encounter.

Figure 7 shows the general profile of P [Sf <Psf] as
a function of altitude. As seen in the figure, h* denotes
the altitude that minimizes the probability that Sf is less
that psf, and h denotes the maximum altitude of which
P [Sf < psf] is less than the sum of the minimum prob-
ability of Sf being less than ps, and an increment, Ap.
Using h* as the recovery altitude will guarantee that the

altitude

Figure 7: Graphical definition of h* and h

aircraft, in a microburst escape maneuver, flies with the
minimum probability of failing to have enough vertical
force capability to maintain its altitude, with a safety
margin depending on the value of ps,. However, note
that there will always be a positive probability of fail-
ing to have enough capability to^ maintain the altitude,
unless Prmjn is zero. Flying at h means that the prob-
ability of Sf being less than pst will always be smaller
than Prmin + Ap.

The probability P [Sf < psf] is given in Eq. (52), and
its dependence on altitude can be made explicit through
Eqs. (37), J50), (51). These equations are then solved
for h* and h.

5.2 Microburst Escape Guidance Using the
Safety Factor
Reference [13] compares three different escape strategies,
pitch-guidance, altitude-guidance and dive-guidance, in
the following scenario. As the aircraft, guided by
the landing controller, is descending, the F-factor [13]
is monitored using data obtained from a reactive or
forward-looking detection system. Once the F-factor ex-
ceeds the threshold value [13], the landing is aborted and
an escape maneuver is immediately initiated. The sensi-
tivity of the performances of the escape strategies with
respect to variations in microburst size, strength and lo-
cation, in the presence of turbulence, is analyzed using
the Monte Carlo Method. The only data is assumed to
be the statistical distribution of the microburst param-
eters and the comparison between different strategies is
based on scalar performance measures : the probability
of descending lower than a given altitude, and the proba-
bility of crash. The probability of descending lower than
a given altitude is obtained from the PDF of the min-
imum altitude reached in a microburst encounter. The
probability of crash is the probability that the aircraft
either runs into stall or has a ground contact during an
escape maneuver. In the Monte Carlo Simulation, stall
and ground contact are deemed equally dangerous and
we assume that stall results in ground contact. Thus,
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the probability of crash is the PDF of minimum altitude
evaluated at zero altitude.

The escape strategies analyzed in [13] are :
(i) pitch-guidance [13] : a 15° target pitch angle is
commanded and maintained throughout the microburst.
This strategy is recommended in the Windshear Train-
ing Aid [2] by the FAA.
(ii) : Dive-guidance [13] : a 0° target pitch angle is com-
manded until the altitude drops to the commanded al-
titude, hc. Once the altitude becomes lower than hc, a
15° pitch angle is commanded for the remainder of the
escape maneuver.
(iii) : Altitude-guidance (h-guidance) [13] : This guid-
ance strategy flies the aircraft at a constant recovery al-
titude in the high shear region of the microburst. It has
two consecutive modes. In the altitude-guidance mode,
it directs the aircraft to a given commanded altitude and
keeps it there. Then, in the climbing mode, it commands
a 15° pitch angle to move the aircraft up from its recov-
ery altitude.

The Monte Carlo simulation in [13] shows that, with
respect to the probability of crash, altitude- and dive-
guidance may be better than pitch-guidance, and that
the probability of crash is minimum if the commanded
altitude is chosen at an optimal value in both altitude-
and dive-guidance. However, as stated before, the air-
craft may recover with higher commanded altitude than
the optimal value in a less severe microburst.

If the altitude h* or h is chosen as the commanded alti-
tude in altitude- or dive-guidance, the commanded alti-
tude will increase as the strength of the microburst de-
creases, as seen in Fig. 6. Thus, we define the following
modified altitude- and dive-guidance strategies:
(iv) : Dive-guidance with h* (Sf-guidance-dive-star) :
Dive-guidance with commanded altitude computed us-
ing h* for each microburst encountered,
(v) : Altitude-guidance with h* (Sf-guidance-star) :
Altitude-guidance whose commanded altitude is com-
puted using h* for each microburst encountered.

Altitude-guidance with commanded altitude computed
using h for each microburst encountered.

In (iv) and (v), the commanded altitude is

he =
h* , when h* > 25
25 , otherwise (54)

The safety margin, psf, in h* computation is 1. Since
Ref. [13] suggests that descending lower than 25 m
increases the probability of crash, even when we obtain
h* less than 25 m, the aircraft is not directed lower than
25m.

(vi) : Dive-guidance with h (Sf-guidance-dive-bar) :
Dive-guidance with commanded altitude computed
using h for each microburst encountered,
(vii) : Altitude-guidance with h (Sf-guidance-bar) :

In (vi) and (vii), the commanded altitude is

h , when h > 25
J5 , otherwise (55)

The lower limit on the commanded altitude is imposed
for the same reason as for h* in (54). In h computation,
Ap is chosen as 0.01 and psf is

/ 1.1 +
PS' = \ 1.1

±L
10 , when A/ > 0

, otherwise (56)

where
A/ = A - fr (57)

Simulation experiments has shown that increasing p g f ,
the safety margin, when fa is greater than fr, improves
the escape performance in the sense that the probability
of having minimum altitude less than a given value is
decreased without increasing the probability of crash.

The controllers [13], used for the strategies (i)-(iii), are
also used for the modified strategies (iv)-(vii). As in [13],
the performances of the escape strategies are compared
using Monte Carlo simulations that produce estimates
of the PDF of the minimum altitude and the proba-
bility of crash in a microburst whose statistical proper-
ties are known. The problem formulation for the Monte
Carlo simulation and the statistical properties of the mi-
croburst parameters can be found in [13]. Although the
equations, (l)-(7), for the longitudinal aircraft motion
are used in the derivation of Sf, a full 6-DOF aircraft
model, given in [13], is used in the Monte Carlo simula-
tion so as to make a fair comparison between the strate-
gies (i)-(iii), with a constant hc for every microburst en-
countered , and their modified versions, (iv)-(vii), which
utilize the safety factor to determine the commanded al-
titude for each microburst encountered.

The scenario for the modified escape strategies is as
follows : As the aircraft is approaching on the glide
path, the wind velocity components are measured us-
ing reactive and/or forward-looking sensors. With these
measurements and the microburst model with unknown
parameters, the microburst parameters are computed.
Then, using the microburst model with the estimated
parameters, the deterministic wind components at the
position where the tail wind would reach its maximum
are computed. Simultaneously, altitude and aircraft in-
ertial speed ( \ fx? + y2 + z2) are measured and the spe-
cific inertial energy of the aircraft is computed. Using the
measurement of wind, a sample of vertical wind com-
ponent is obtained. With this sample, the variance is
estimated. Then, using the methods developed in the
previous subsection, h* or h is computed. The above es-
timation should be continuously performed on-line and
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h* or h should be updated as the aircraft is approach-
ing on the glide path. When the F-factor exceeds the
threshold, the last update of h* or h is used to decide
the commanded altitude in altitude- or dive-guidance.

In any practical application of this procedure, the under-
lying assumptions should be borne in mind :
• The microburst encountered has a wind distribution
similar to that of the microburst model used here.
• The accompanying turbulence has statistical proper-
ties similar to those of the turbulence model used.
• The aircraft model and data are accurate enough.
• The wind velocity components are measured on-board.
• The variance of the vertical component of turbulence
is estimated on-board.
• Aircraft altitude and inertial speed are measured.

5.3 Monte Carlo Simulation Results
As stated above, the goal of the modified escape strate-
gies is to avoid descending lower than necessary, but
to fly at the highest safe altitude in a microburst en-
counter. Comparison of the PDFs of hm\n for various
escape strategies can reveal whether the goal has been
achieved. Of course such comparisons are conclusive only
when the associated confidence intervals are disjoint. We
have performed such conclusive comparisons, but for the
sake of clarity, we will only show confidence intervals at
altitudes that are multiples of 20 m.

Figure 8 shows the PDF of hm\n of pitch-guidance, h-
guidance with 25 m commanded altitude, and the modi-
fied altitude guidance strategies, together with 95% con-
fidence intervals at h = 40m. Pitch guidance is used as
the baseline strategy since it is recommended by the FAA
[2]. Since Ref. [13] shows that altitude-guidance with
25 m commanded altitude yields the minimum probabil-
ity of crash, the modified strategies are compared with
altitude-guidance with hc of 25 m. Regarding the prob-
ability of crash, both Sf-guidance-star and Sf-guidance-
bar are as good as h-guidance with hc of 25 m since the
PDFs at zero altitude are almost the same. It is also
obvious that all the three are much better than pitch-
guidance. Regarding the probability of minimum alti-
tude being less than a given value, among the three, Sf-
guidance-bar is the best because its PDF is either about
the same as, or smaller than, those of the other two for
any given altitude. For example, at h = 40 m, the PDF
of /imin of h-guidance is 1, that of Sf-guidance-star is
0.8, and that of Sf-guidance-bar is about 0.55. In other
words, with Sf-guidance-bar, it is much less likely to have
minimum altitude less than 40 m. Moreover, the prob-
ability of crash of Sf-guidance-bar is about the same as
those of h-guidance and Sf-guidance-star.

Another interpretation of the PDFs is as follows : The
aircraft with h-guidance has descended lower than 40
m in all cases; with Sf-guidance-star, 80 times out of
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—— Sf-guidance-star
—- Sf-guidance-bar
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Figure 8: Probability distribution function (PDF) of
fomin, i.e. Pr(/imin < h) of pitch-, altitude- and
modified-altitude-guidance

100 microburst encounter; and with Sf-guidance-bar,
just 55 times. Also note that, with all the three, the
aircraft has crashed or run into stall about 15 times.
Thus, we can conclude that, with h-guidance, the air-
craft has unnecessarily descended lower than 40 m 45
times (100 — 55 = 45); with Sf-guidance-star, 25 times
(80 — 55 = 25). We say "unnecessarily descended"
because descending did not decrease the probability of
crash. Thus, Sf-guidance-bar has better escape perfor-
mance than that of both h-guidance and Sf-guidance-
star.
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Figure 9: Probability distribution function (PDF) of /imin,
i.e. Pr (ftmin < h) of pitch-, dive- and modified-
dive-guidance

Now, we compare the PDF of Sf-guidance-bar with that
of pitch-guidance at 40 m. The PDF of pitch-guidance
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at 40 m is 0.45. Hence, the aircraft with pitch-guidance
has descended lower than 40 m only 45 times out of 100
microburst encounters. But in these 45 times the air-
craft has crashed about 30 times. On the other hand,
in 55 times when the aircraft with Sf-guidance-bar has
descended lower than 40 m, ground contact or stall has
occurred only 15 times. Thus, with pitch-guidance, if
the altitude dropped lower than 40 m, the aircraft safely
recovered only 15 times (45 — 30), but with Sf-guidance-
bar, 40 times (55-15).

Similar arguments can be carried out for different_alti-
tudes. Hence, Fig. 8 clearly shows that using h* or h has
improved the performance of altitude-guidance, and that
the best performance can be obtained with h in terms of
both probability of crash and probability of minimum
altitude being less than a given value.

Prom Fig. 9, the same analysis can be carried out for
Sf-guidance-dive-star and Sf-guidance-dive-bar. It ap-
pears that Sf-guidance-dive-bar, that is, dive-guidance
with h, gives the best performance among the strategies
compared in Fig. 9. When we compare Sf-guidance-bar
and Sf-guidance-dive-bar, we can see that Sf-guidance-
bar has better performance than that of Sf-guidance-
dive-bar. Thus, among all the escape strategies studied
within the assumptions of this paper, Sf-guidance-bar
appears to be the best when we consider both probabil-
ity of crash and probability of minimum altitude being
less than a given value.

6 Conclusions

We have defined a safety metric, S/, that quantifies the
aircraft maximum capability of generating an upward
force during a microburst encounter. This was done un-
der quasi-static assumptions of longitudinal horizontal
flight. In the absence of turbulence, the safety met-
ric has been shown to be a decreasing function of alti-
tude. In the presence of stochastic turbulence, the Safety
Factor has been treated as a random variable and its
PDF was analytically approximated as a function of al-
titude. This allowed us to determine the highest safe al-
titude that is, the highest altitude where the aircraft can
fly with minimum or prespecified probability of danger.
Then, altitude-guidance and dive-guidance escape strate-
gies, analyzed in [13], were modified by using this high-
est safe altitude as commanded altitude. Finally, Monte
Carlo simulations were conducted to estimate the proba-
bility distribution function of minimum altitude reached
in a microburst encounter. Using this probability density
functions, various escape strategies were comparatively
analyzed. In the Monte Carlo simulation, a 6-DOF air-
craft model given in [13] was used.

The deterministic analysis of the Safety Factor has shown

that descending to a low altitude in a microburst en-
counter may improve safety in the sense that the air-
craft will have more vertical force capability to maintain
its altitude or to climb if necessary. The fact that the
lower the recovery altitude the higher the vertical force
capability in the absence of turbulence suggests that low
altitude flight is more robust in the sense that it is more
likely to maintain the altitude despite changes in wind
direction and magnitude. Although this conclusion is the
same as in Refs. [4, 10], the analytical method used in
this paper allows us to prove that the safety factor is a
decreasing function of altitude.

The Probabilistic Analysis Section is used to see whether
the conclusion drawn in the Deterministic Analysis Sec-
tion is valid in the presence of stochastic turbulence. In
this section, the Safety Factor is treated as a random
variable because it is a function of random variables due
to the presence of turbulence. Then, the PDF of the
Safety Factor is analytically approximated as a func-
tion of altitude. While the Deterministic Analysis Sec-
tion shows the advantage of descending in a microburst
encounter, it completely fails to show that descending
too low may increase the risk of failing to have enough
vertical force capability to maintain the altitude. How-
ever, the probabilistic analysis shows that flying lower
increases safety up to an optimal altitude, and that fly-
ing lower than this optimal value dramatically decreases
safety. Thus, the probabilistic analysis has helped ana-
lytically corroborate the results of the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation in [13] : the probability of crash decreases as the
commanded altitude decreases as long as the commanded
altitude is higher than an optimal value.

The PDF of the Safety Factor, as a function of alti-
tude, is used to find the highest safe altitude in a mi-
croburst encounter. Safe altitude, in the probabilistic
sense, means that the probability of Safety Factor being
less than a given value is minimum or less than prespec-
ified value. In other words, using that safe altitude will
guarantee that the aircraft flies with minimum or pre-
specified probability of failing to have enough vertical
force capability to maintain altitude. The purpose of
flying at the so-called highest safe altitude is to prevent
the aircraft from descending unnecessarily to a fixed al-
titude in every microburst encounter, but to adjust the
recovery altitude depending on the strength of the mi-
croburst encountered.

Monte Carlo simulations have shown this the purpose
can be achieved : specifically, we can decrease the prob-
ability of minimum altitude being less than a given value
without compromising the probability of crash. That is,
in a microburst encounter, a pilot, given the highest safe
altitude, can fly the aircraft at that altitude with mini-
mum or prespecified probability that the aircraft cannot
maintain that altitude. This paper provides an analyti-
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cal method to compute such highest safe altitudes.

Monte Carlo simulations have also shown that modi-
fied altitude guidance, using the highest safe altitude as
the commanded altitude, has better escape performance
than both dive-guidance with the same procedure and
pitch-guidance. Thus, the results of the paper suggests
that, during the landing phase of a flight, the highest
safe altitude be monitored, and upon an encounter with
a microburst, the aircraft be directed to the last update
of the highest safe altitude and kept there in the high
shear region of the microburst.

Besides the conclusion drawn above, the analysis of the
PDF of the minimum altitude provides a very simple and
decisive criterion to make a comparison between differ-
ent escape strategies, and shows clearly how to improve
the performance of an escape strategy. For example, if
the PDF of hmin at an altitude for escape strategy A
is smaller than that for escape strategy B for any al-
titude, then it can be directly concluded that strategy
A has better escape performance than that of strategy
B. Moreover, if we are to improve the performance of
an escape strategy, the PDF analysis suggests that for
a given altitude we should reduce the value of the PDF
at that altitude without increasing the PDF at zero al-
titude. Thus, it appears that the PDF analysis is a very
promising tool in microburst studies to develop better
escape strategies.

Before practical implementation of this escape proce-
dure, the sensitivity of the procedure with respect to
the assumptions should be studied. If the highest safe
altitude is very sensitive to the microburst model, the
procedure should be modified with the most accurate
model available or additional features should be added
to the procedure so that the microburst model can be
identified on-board. Similarly, the sensitivity with re-
spect to the turbulence model should be investigated.
Also algorithms to estimate wind velocity components
and turbulent component of wind should be used. The
effect of human factors on the performance of the escape
procedure should be studied as well.
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